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London should open its doors to new food hall concepts, more 

health restaurants and brace itself for cashless cashiers, according 

to New York retail guru Chase Welles. 

Welles is the executive vice president of New York-based SCG Retail, the urban division 

of Shopping Centre Group, and represents tenants including Whole Foods and LA 

Fitness. Shopping Centre Group is based in New York and has 22 offices throughout the 

US. 

SCG Retail and London-based agency Nash Bond formed the Global Retail Group in 2016 

– a network connecting retail property advisers across the globe. 

EG caught up with Welles and Nash Bond director Richard Scott to discuss transatlantic 

retail and leisure trends. 

F&B and tech 

Welles predicts that we can expect to see more grab-and-go health food concepts in 

London following the success of NYC ventures which manage to produce a high density 

sales volume from small spaces. 

“One of the most important tenants we have at the moment is Sweet Green. It is grab-

and-go take-out salad, which is a great concept. I can’t imagine that they won’t be here 
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soon,” Welles said. The closest current comparison London has is Chop’d, a fast food 

salad and food chain, which now has 12 sites in London. 

Sweet Green does not take cash and operates only through digital payment systems 

such as Apple Pay, another trend which Welles expects to migrate to our shores. 

“In 10 years’ time we are not going to recognise retail of today,” he added. 

Other successful food concepts which London has also embraced is food halls. Although 

New York has had food halls for longer than the UK, there is still scope for more in 

London. However, the offering and lease structure is something that needs to be fine-

tuned both here and in the US. 

According to Welles, food halls which operate as a single operator have been more 

successful in New York than halls where space is then sub-let to multiple operators. 

He said: “food halls with a single operator, one kitchen, one buying experience and one 

point of sale are a lot easier. I think that’s going to be the growth model.” 

He cited Chelsea Market, in the downtown area of Manhattan known as the Meatpacking 

District, as a successful NYC model. However, getting the correct evening pitch can 

sometimes be a challenge. 

“Even Chelsea Market which is one of the best in NYC has yet to crack the code for 

dinner, you can walk in there at 9pm and it will be empty,” he said. 

London’s offerings, including London Union’s Dinerama, E1, and Hawker House, SE16, 

have been wetter, opening as bar destinations for food and drink, which has promoted 

them as more evening than daytime destinations. 

However, planning and finding the space can be an issue in London for such concepts 

when food halls require at least 10,000 sq ft. Media organisation Time Out’s plans for a 

17-restaurant, four-bar site in Spitalfields to mirror its concept in Lisbon have been 

rejected by Tower Hamlets Council after it received 70 written objections from the local 

community. 

Fitness 

Gym and fitness operators expanding at a rapid pace is a trend London has seen develop 

steadily over the past few years, which is also mirrored in New York. 

Fitness groups operating from smaller 3,500 sq ft units, such as Soul Cycle, have become 

popular against the backdrop of the wellness trend and the growing market of health-

conscious millennials looking for a quick exercise fix after work. 



But London has more constraints on growth than the NYC market with regards to 

planning, something that should be made easier in the capital in order to respond to 

consumer demand and occupiers’ expansion plans. 

Richard Scott, director at Nash Bond, said: “Again, this represents a number of planning 

issues as it requires change of use as it is not a retail concept, so when occupiers such as 

Soul Cycle are looking to expand it can present a challenge. It takes a lot longer for 

London to respond in terms of creating the space.” 

Another fitness craze which has hit our shores is athleisure wear – fashionable gym and 

exercise wear, with brands such as Lululemon, which now has eight London outlets and 

two UK showrooms, proving a current popular choice. 

But if the New York market is anything to go by, this craze could have a limited lifespan. 

Welles said: “The market is finite – it will end. There are only so many women who go to 

that many classes and they only need a certain number of outfits. Once you have 

reached number of women ‘Y’ times number of outfits ‘X’ – you’re done.” 

Furniture, bricks, mortar and online 

Following recent UK activity of furniture retailers including B&Q and Ikea looking for 

High Street presence, the opposite has happened in the US. Ikea trialled smaller format 

shops in New York before the hey-day of online retail, but closed the shops after a short 

period. 

“I haven’t seen consumer showrooms for furniture retailing yet, I don’t see it happening 

in New York but it is a good idea,” Welles said. 

The bricks and mortar debate is also transatlantic, and from the success of US retailers 

that have both an on and offline presence it is likely that we could see more online-only 

retailers here search from physical space to promote brand awareness. 

“There are no online retailers that are profitable that do not have bricks and mortar in 

their main markets,” said Welles. 

Department stores 

Following the successful opening of Westfield World Trade Center in August 2016, 

Manhattan malls have been focusing on revitalising their offering to remain relevant to 

today’s consumer. 

Macy’s is in the process of a $100m renovation of its 1873-built Brooklyn building at 

422 Fulton Street, a project which is expected to take three years. 



But Welles thinks that Manhattan does not do department stores as well as London 

does. 

“Macy’s spent a lot of money renovating its flagship and nobody really knows they did 

it,” Welles said.  “I think that what’s going on here in London with the new imagining of 

older retail concepts has a buzz. Selfridges putting in Eaterly, but we are not seeing that 

going to Macy’s and it would have been a fun thing to do. It would have cost a lot of 

money, and they may never had had a return on their cash, but it would have generated 

traffic and buzz, but I don’t know whether our guys have the ability to spend without 

return.” 

London’s department store game is so good that it has caught international attention, 

with the likes of US department giant Bergdorf Goodman reportedly scoping 

opportunities to open in London, if they could find the right amount of space at the right 

rent. Welles thinks they would be smart to do so. 

He said: “How could they not be? London is such a great market, a terrific city with 

international wealth and disposable income. It is an international destination, even 

more so than New York.” 

To send feedback, e-mail amber.rolt@egi.co.uk or 

tweet @AmberRoltEG or @estatesgazette 
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